standing the relationships between the neuronal representations of color and motion in the primate visual system. The effortlessness of visual perception belies the complexity of the task. For example, our perceptions of ob-
, a motion-sensing system must use visual context to color and motion-are processed independently in the primate visual system. These data and their implications determine that the regions segregated by foliage are parts of the same moving animal.
have been thoroughly reviewed elsewhere (e.g., Livingstone and Hubel, 1988; Schiller and Logothetis, 1990; (3) Selecting Targets for Action We distinguish and recognize objects, and select them Merigan and Maunsell, 1993; Stoner and Albright, 1993; Dobkins and Albright, 1998); here, we summarize a few as targets for action, on the basis of their visual uniqueness, which can often be found solely in the conjunction key points and introduce some relevant reservations. Parallel processing for color and motion is thought to of image cues, such as color and motion. Neuronal representations of cues that arise from a common object originate in the retina. In primates, two morphologically distinct classes of retinal ganglion cells, termed parasol should be bound together, thereby forming both a representation of the whole object and a neuronal signal to and midget ganglion cells, project exclusively to two different sets of layers in the lateral geniculate nucleus guide actions directed at a target. For example, if we wish to select among the horses shown in Figure 1C , (LGN) of the thalamus, known as the magnocellular (M) and parvocellular (P) layers. Cells of the M and P layers neuronal signals about colors, textures, shapes, and motions must be combined to distinguish the individual project, in turn, to two distinct sublayers of the primary visual cortex (Figure 2A ). Physiological studies at each animals.
Because they rely upon visual cues in different ways, processing stage have shown that, beginning in the retina, neurons in the M and P pathways possess characthese three principles are likely manifested as different kinds of interactions between the neuronal representateristic responses to stimulus features: M pathway neurons exhibit properties indicative of a role in motion tions of distinct cue types. We will address these proposed interactions further below. First, we will briefly processing; whereas P pathway neurons, by contrast, exhibit properties that suggest contributions to both describe the anatomical and physiological evidence for modular processing.
color and form processing.
ventral) dichotomies, and (2) physiological and neuropsychological evidence suggesting that the dorsal and ventral cortical streams are specialized-mirroring the early M and P pathways-for motion and color processing, respectively. Not only does this view offer an attractive conjunction of elementism and modularity, but it provides a seamless extension of M and P channels through the highest levels of visual cortex. This proposal has stimulated a plethora of studies attempting to uncover perceptual consequences of segregated color and motion processing. Despite such efforts, however, there is a striking lack of consensus in the field. We argue that this lack of consensus has arisen, at least in part, because the proposal is based upon faulty principles of visual processing, as described above. The constraints identified above, as well as the recent findings summarized below, suggest that the truth is more complex.
Neuronal Substrates for Motion Detection
Most studies of the interactions between visual cues have focused on the contributions of nonmotion cues (e.g., color) to motion processing. Hence, the discussion direction; motion in other directions either evoked smaller responses or suppressed the neuron's sponta-A second avenue of research has focused on the conneous (unstimulated) activity. Different MT neurons have nections and functional contributions of cortical visual different preferred directions, and the range of preferred areas. Anatomical studies have revealed two principal directions spans 360Њ without bias. processing streams ascending from primary visual corAs diagramed in Figure 2B , MT receives direct cortical tex (V1): a "dorsal stream" that extends from V1 into the input from areas V1, V2, and V3 and also has connections parietal lobe, and a "ventral stream" that terminates in with areas thought to lie at the same level of the visual the temporal lobe ( Figure 2B 
Retinal Images
We perceive the motions of objects, yet it is only the which the preferred direction of motion remained constant across cue conditions ; O'Keefe and motions of retinal image features that are directly accessible to the visual system. Because information about Movshon, 1998). The fact that such neurons reliably encode direction despite marked changes in the way object identity is lost in the formation of the retinal image, the problem of recovering object motion from retinal moving stimuli are spatially defined suggests that they image motion never presents a unique solution. Some Albright, 1992a Albright, , 1993 Albright, , 1996 ) noted that the pivotal image features in moving plaid patterns are "nodes" solutions are better than others, however, and contextual cues enable two important steps in the recovery of formed by the intersections of the two component gratings. Depending upon context, these nodes appear as object motion: feature classification and feature grouping. Consider, for example, the dynamic retinal images either (1) intrinsic to the plaid, in which case their surface properties (luminance or chrominance) are seen to result caused by two overlapping objects moving past one another. The problems produced by this commonplace from a variation in surface coloration, or (2) extrinsic, in which case their surface properties are seen as manifessituation are those of (1) classifying moving image features according to whether they arise from individual tations of opaque or transparent occlusion. Stoner and colleagues predicted that perceived motion would, in objects or from coincidental overlap of objects (such as the moving corners located at points of object overlap) turn, follow directly from this feature classification, such that the plaid would be perceived as a single coherently and (2) grouping moving image features that arise from the same object. moving pattern ("motion coherence") when the nodes were classified as intrinsic ( Figure 6A) . Conversely, the Feature Classification For purposes of this discussion, we can identify two plaid should appear as two gratings sliding independently across one another ("motion noncoherence") types of retinal image features (Shimojo et al., 1989): those that reflect an "intrinsic" property of an environwhen the nodes were classified as extrinsic ( Figure 6B ). Reports of human observers supported these predicmental surface, such as the corner of a sheet of paper, and those that are "extrinsic" to any object or surface, tions (Stoner et al., 1990; Stoner and Albright, 1996, 1998), thus demonstrating a marked influence of context arising from the intersecting retinal projections of distinct objects, such as the corner formed at the junction on the interpretation of visual motion. In parallel neurophysiological studies, Stoner and Albright (1992a) loof two overlapping sheets of paper. Because they are causally linked to individual objects, the motions of incated a cortical site in monkeys (area MT) at which these contextual influences were manifested as changes in trinsic image features can provide reliable information about object motion. The motions of extrinsic features, sensitivity to visual motion. Specifically, when presented with moving plaid patterns in which contextual cues for by contrast, offer little information about object motion. Veridical interpretation of object motion is thus seconddepth ordering and feature classification were either present or absent, the directional responses of individary to feature classification. In turn, intrinsic and extrinsic features in the retinal image can only be distinual MT neurons were modulated in a manner that paralleled perceived motion. guished and classified using contextual cues for surface depth ordering.
Although much of the work to date on feature classification and motion processing has involved manipulaPlaid patterns such as those in Figure 6 have been employed extensively to study contextual influences on tions of luminance contrast, chromatic cues have also been found to make an important contribution to these motion processing (reviewed by Albright, 1993 are confounded, in practice, by various types of image "noise," caused by the presence of occluding objects, camouflaging shadows and reflections, and false leads given by people of similar size and shape. Determination proved if motion signal and noise also differ along another sensory dimension, such as color. In this case, retinal motions can be grouped on the basis of color, "heterochromatic"). As expected, if the motion signal allowing pooling of only the appropriate motions to enand noise were so distinguished, the observers' sensitivhance the desired motion signal. Thus, it should be easity to direction markedly improved ( Figure 8B ). These ier to track our acquaintance were she to wear a distincresults demonstrated that motion signals can be selective red coat. Color, in this case, provides a context tively pooled-and their detection thus facilitatedwithin which motion is more easily resolved. using scene structure formed on the basis of an unreCroner and Albright ( showed a significant improvement in their ability to disthus constituted a motion signal, while the rest moved criminate direction when the signal and noise dots were randomly and constituted motion noise. In the convendifferent colors. An example is shown in Figure 9 . Thus, tional configuration, all of the dots had the same color a subpopulation of MT neurons is strongly influenced ( Figure 8A, "homochromatic") . As shown by others (e.g., by chromatic scene structure, just as are observers' Newsome and Paré , 1988), when subjects reported the perceptual judgments. perceived direction of motion in these stimuli, their perWhat kind of input is required to mediate this chroformance improved as the signal strength (the propormatic contribution to MT responses? As for the chrotion of dots moving in a correlated fashion) increased. To matic plaid studies described above, the dots in the investigate how grouping influences motion processing, stimuli diagramed in Figure 8A were of high luminance Croner and Albright (1997) from residual chromatic sensitivity of neurons in this philosophy to cognitive psychology and more recently to neurobiology, is the so-called "binding problem." As pathway. Rather, information such as that carried by the P pathway must be involved. Based on their findings, commonly presented, the problem is that of linking together the independent neuronal representations of imCroner and Albright (1997) proposed that contextual cues for feature grouping lead to adjustments of the age features that arise from a single object. The conjunction of features, of course, provides identity to objects relative gain of the sensory signals reaching or passing through area MT. These gain adjustments, accordingly, and is the key to their recognition and the selection of targets for action. That this binding problem is solved by enable motion signals bearing a common property (e.g., the color red) to be processed selectively with minimal the visual system is a given, which attests to additional interactions between the representations of visual cues. disruption by dynamic noise.
Summary
Important questions concern the means by which the solution is achieved. How is it, for example, that my These examples of interactions between different visual cues in the service of motion interpretation offer a secvisual system is able to link independent neuronal events corresponding to the color and the motion of a red balond type of qualification to the hypothesis that elemental visual dimensions are each processed independently loon moving leftward, such that I recognize and direct appropriate motor output to that balloon? by specialized cortical areas. In contrast with Principle 1 above, in which nonmotion spatial contrast cues are A behavioral task known as "visual search" has been used for many years to probe this binding process. Subutilized for the simple detection of retinal image motion, Principle 2 asserts that such cues are used to segment jects are presented with an array of complex visual stimuli and required to locate a remembered target in the the image into meaningful scene-based motions.
Next, we consider our third principle governing cue array-a task that captures the essence of commonplace real-world situations, such as recognizing and interactions-that involving the binding of visual cues to form representations of objects.
reaching for the salt shaker on a densely arrayed dining table. In one simple version of this task (Figure 10 ), the target is defined by a unique (i.e., solitary) conjuncPrinciple 3: Object Recognition and Visual Target Selection-Identity Lies in the Conjunction tion of color and motion cues-in Figure 10 , a patch of red dots moving to the left-and "distractors" are comof Visual Cues The classic form of visual cue interaction, which has prised of other color/motion conjunctions (red-rightward, green-rightward, green-leftward). The time that it takes a long been a focus of lively debate in circles ranging from human or monkey subject to detect the target increases Clearly, the purpose of vision is to guide behavior. To that end, there is considerable benefit afforded by linearly with the number of distractors (Nakayama and Silverman, 1986; Burač as and Albright, 1999). Since target independent internal representations of object properties that enjoy physical independence from one another detection is a behavioral index of cue binding, this paradigm can be used to study perceptual and neurophysioin the real world. The motions and surface colors of an object (which are truly independent object properties) logical events surrounding the binding of different cues.
Manifestations of the target detection process, asare thus prime candidates for modularity. Confusion results, however, when one fails to distinguish between sessed behaviorally and neurophysiologically, are highly revealing of the interactions between cues. To begin object properties and retinal image properties. The key insight is that in order to construct modular representawith, the very fact that a unique conjunction of color and direction of motion can be detected by observers tions of object color and motion, the visual system must generate We have proposed that MT neurons represent the motions of environmental features-objects-and cona cue in common with the desired target. For example, this idea predicts that an observer searching for the stitute, in that sense, a motion module. Indeed, none of the data summarized herein counter the prevailing view red object moving leftward in Figure 10 will begin by evaluating the motions of red objects only (i.e., to the that area MT represents motion selectively, with the key qualification that the motion represented is that of exclusion of green objects). Behavioral data from humans (Egeth et al., 1984; Wolfe et al., 1989 ) and nonhuobjects in the visual scene. But, as we have described, it is fundamentally impossible to achieve a representaman primates (Motter and Belky, 1998; Burač as and Albright, 1999) support this idea, suggesting that one tion of object motion without convergence of different kinds of cues appearing in the retinal image. With this cue (color in the previous example) provides a context for selective modulation of neurons representing anperspective, we can more easily understand the discovery that neuronal responses in area MT reflect a converother cue (e.g., motion), even prior to object recognition. Preliminary results indicate that the responses of MT gence of information thought to be carried by the earlier M and P pathways. neurons are consistent with this view (Burač as and Albright, submitted).
Little is known of the mechanisms responsible for
